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Fluid Fintec:
“A payments optimiser that 
delivers the best payment 
option in any situation”

‘Payments  Optimised’

The Fluid Mission:  To deliver the best 
payment option no matter what the 
circumstances 

Fluid

https://www.fluidfintec.com/

https://www.fluidfintec.com/


Investor Summary
● What is Fluid Fintec? A company with an innovative  payments optimisation engine (FPO) for 

Financial Institutions  (FI) and digital commerce - ‘A Trivago for Payments’
● How is it different? No other platform provides this level of intelligence for the channeling of 

payments, combining existing providers with FI’s in a novel marketplace. Benefits include increased 
profitabIlity for FI combined with major time, cost, transparency and usability pluses for customers.

● Why should I invest? This is a game changing platform in the  the $4+ Trillion digital banking and 
payments market which is growing a 13.7% CAGR*NB: his could be higher with COVID 19 as digital 
becomes the top choice for payments.

● Who am I investing in? A team of banking, payment and business experts with over 200,000 existing 
customers using banking systems we have developed.

● How much is this raise? €2 Million.  NB: €350k Committed so far, FS funding via EI 
● What sort of return can I expect on my investment?  10 Times EBITDA in 5 years

What is the planned exit : 5-7 years  Fluid
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The International 
Payments Market 
 ● The  payments market is predicted be worth $2 Trillion by 

2025. FX volumes are at $5.5 Trillion  daily*
● It is served by FI’s and increasingly by money transfer 

providers such as Transferwise, Currency Fair and Xe. 
● Revolut, Monzo and other ‘challenger’ banks are also 

providing these services and provide lower cost 
transactions whilst abroad. They are gaining market share 
and significant investment.

The  Implications:

Banks are set to lose $280 Billion in 
revenues if they do not respond with 
equivalent products and services. 

The global average cost of sending 
money cross-border remains high, at 
around 7 percent in the first quarter of 
2019. Banks were the most expensive 
remittance channels, charging an 
average fee of 11 percent.

This is the main driver for people 
looking for alternatives outside the 
banking ecosystem.

https://www.pymnts.com/news/cross-border-commerce/
2019/global-payments-growth-challenges/
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Problems to solve

1
Traditional financial institutions are 
continuing to lose out to challenger banks 
and new payment companies because of 
uncompetitive payment systems.

2
Outdated, siloed, and  cumbersome  legacy 
systems remain in force and make system 
integration difficult with FI’s less likely to 
change the status quo for fear of ‘breaking’ 
the system* 

3 There is real fear of breaking these fragile 
legacy systems  with risk often improperly 
assessed with system outages common in 
major banks.  

Fluid

4 Payments, particularly cross border 
payments remain largely non-optimised by 
the major FI’s. Transparency and 
traceability is still an issue with transactions 
still being lost in the ‘system’.
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The Fluid Payment Solution 

1
A cost effective and efficient payment 
system allowing the FI to make use of new 
payment channels as provided by 
challengers.

2
Easy integration with existing systems via a 
single  payments API means can run in 
parallel, so no ‘re-plumbing’ required.

3 Marketplace architecture means that new 
payment providers compete for your 
payments business. The Fluid algorithms 
will always select the best fit for your needs. 
You get paid no matter what channel is 
used.

Fluid

4 Trusted and proven providers ensure 
reliability. Machine learning provides 
continuous learning and improvement for 
you and your customers. Affiliate fees 
ensure you benefit from any payment 
routing.
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Fluid Payments Optimiser (FPO)  

1. Your customer wants convenience, timeliness , 
low, cost, reliability for his/her payment.

2. These preferences are compiled as preferences 
before being communicated via the medium - 
phone, laptop, POS 

3. The Fluid Payments Optimiser uses an 
intelligent algorithm matching customer 
preferences in real time  with the best suitor.

4. The payment is routed via the most appropriate 
partner in the marketplace and transacted 
according to the customer preferences.

NB: If a channel other than their own is used an 
Affiliate fee is paid to FI.
Performance vs  criteria assessed & learnt
With AI powered FPO for next payment
Fluid takes a % of every transaction

Fluid
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Partners compete for payment 
with services selected via API
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Emily flies to Kiev, 
Ukraine 

She goes for coffee 

Thinks 
what’s the 
best way to 
pay?

Remembers her 
banking app gives her 
the best options for 
her.

All available payment 
types presented with all 
costs clearly shown 

Her best payment 
method is displayed and 

she pays for her coffee 

Debit card 0.02c
Credit card 0.45
ApplePay 0.46
Cash ATM charge 20 E 
0.50 

User Journeys ...Emily and Sunil  

Fluid

Sunil moves 
to Dublin and 

starts working.

Opens a bank account 
with AIB

Remembers his bank 
payment page gives 
the best options for 
him.

All available payment 
types presented with all 
costs clearly shown 

Sunil sends the money 
which can be then 
collected at local 
merchant store

Based on your 
requirements the best 
payment option for 
you right now is X ..this
 is how it compares to t
he others   .Proceed?

Thinks 
what’s the 
best way to 
send money 
back to his 
parents ?

1 2 43 5

1 2 43 5

A- shop payment

B- Remittance Payment 
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Target audience   Competition
Initially Fluid will be offered as a B2B play with a focus on 
selling to 3rs and 4th Tier FI’s prior to moving onto the 
larger players. This is where credibility and networking is 
critical

01    |    Credit Unions, Co-operatives and smaller banks 

02    |    Payment companies wishing to increase their volume

03    |    E-commerce payment Gateway Providers 

04    |    Fintechs 

05    |    Advisory Firms - Accenture, Cap Gemini, Deloitte, BDO

Fluid

01    |     Adyen - only optimises for merchant 

02    |    Fx Compared - only a comparison site no FI connection  

03    |    Swift - GPI focus on transparency and friction reduction not cost opt.  

04    |    Payoneer - good easy to use interface but time and cost not always opt 

05    |    Tipalti - Automation but no optimisation  

At present most of the FI’s will use Swift for international 
transfers. While Swift gpi will provide some 
improvement it may not always provide the best solution. 

Fluid Edge : Compares and contrasts all of the providers 
and the algorithm will always select the best fit  
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Fund Raising & Forward Plan   
Requirement Purpose Amount € Planned Source

1. Feasibility Funding  1 Market, Dev, Consult 30,000 EI/Own Funds
2. Regulatory Cap EMI licence 350,000 Open/one interested party

3. Business Dev 1 Customer courting. 50,000 EI/HPSU/CSF
4. Platform build out Develop FluidE POE 250,000 EI HPSU 
5. Team &Mkt Dev CFO, CRO, CCO 1,320,000 Crowd Cube/Seedinvest or other 

Total Phase 1 Seed €2,000,000

2020

Project Initiation and initial funding phase

Assemble top team, roll out CB pilot in the 
Philippines, get  funding for Reg Cap, start EMI 
application process,  start getting referral 
commissions for ecomm business and card issuing

2021

Growth and Series A Funding

Continue developing modules based on customer 
feedback. Make API’s available to drive availability 
and growth, raise an additional €10 M  for expansion 
into ASEA markets .

2022

Big Drive into USA 

€2 Million in revenues. Concerted effort to gain as 
much traction as possible in the USA. Fund raise for 
an additional $50 Million, Apply for license in the US . 

2023

Get 10 of the  Biggest Global Banks 
on-board 
Following a period focussing on 3rd and 4th FI’s th s 
is the year for serious growth where we start selling 
into the largest FI’s in the world. Start fund raising 
for an additional $250 Million

2024

Payments & E-comm - aim $1 billion valn.

€7 Million in revenues. At this stage we plan to 
integrate with major on-line sellers such as Amazon, 
Shopify, Wocommerce.  Start pushing B-C model 
with Fluid Money Apps etc.

 .
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The Team

CEO

Aonghus O’hEocha
CCO

Klaus Sorensen 
Sales Director

Darren Ong

Fluid

Aonghus 
O’hEocha, 30 years 
delivering cutting 
edge tech solutions 
for Blue Chips and 
startups. Expert on 
Banking DLT and 
payments.

Klaus Sorensen: 
More than 20 years 
of business 
development and 
investment 
experience 
e-commerce and 
commodity trading.

Darren Ong: Ex Kony. 
IBM, business 
development. Sold his 
first start up for $2 M 
in 2002 Based in 
Singapore heading 
ASEAN drive.

Susan Kealy : 
Human Resources 
Market research, 
customer 
engagement, and 
talent 
management. 

Sanket Utekar : 
Lead developer, 
Machine Learning, 
Front end 
development 

Alex Bean : Full 
stack development, 
sovereign identity, 
KYC and mobile 
applications
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